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Created especially for 2-6 year olds -- the best age for language learning!! Young children love to

learn languages and "Magic Spanish" sends themn on a magical adventure in Mexico with little

Bobby, Maria and the mysterious Senora Magica. Find the magic flowers, play "The Game" and

bargain with the Spanish speaking bird, while learning Spanish language and culture. This

interactive audio provides an entertaining context for learning Spanish, using a theme that little ones

will remember. Catchy tunes, zany sound effects and a large dose of silliness make children want to

listen over and over -- the best way to learn language. Includes over 100 Spanish words and

phrases. Buy our other award-winning audios Beth Manners' Fun Spanish for Kids, Beth Manners'

Magic French for Kids and Beth Manners' Magic Spanish for Kids.
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With fun songs and story line, kids love listening and singing along while building a basic

vocabulary. -- Family Fun Magazine, November 2006

Beth Manners, writer and producer, worked as a project manager in international business for 10

years, and learned first-hand of the importance of speaking other languages. She also observed,

from European colleagues living in the states, how easy it is for young children to learn new

languages. Upon becoming a mother in 1990, her interest and passion for early-language learning



developed. She wrote her first script in 1990 and assembled a team of language teachers, college

professors, composers and foreign speaking child actors and singers to produce Fun French for

Kids. She followed up with Fun Spanish for Kids in 1998 and released both Magic French for Kids

and Magic Spanish for Kids in 2000. Beth also gives an interactive introduction to Spanish and

French for young children at events throughout the Northeast.

The kids like to listen to it, but not enough to want to commit to memory. I guess it's just not catchy

enough! Ie. Sesame street had a skit on one episode where they sing "you say, 'me llamo'...". It was

catchy, so it made it easy to remember. I think I'm going to keep looking for something like that. This

cd covers ALOT in 30 min- ie. food nouns, introducing one's self, how to say "i'm thirsty, i'm hungry"

verb conjugation of comer (to eat)and hablar (to talk or speak), pronouns, the weather... I think it

focuses on too many topics instead of taking 1 concept at a time and making that concept easy to

learn. Remember-this is for 2 years old AS WELL as for 6 years-that's a pretty wide range. it may

work for a 6 year old but for english speaking 2 year olds -they're still learning those topics in

english.

My 2 and 4 year old love this. It's fast paced, combination of story and song. Has a quiz at the end

with the sounds you listen to throughout the CD. Great ideas! Engaging.

We enjoy listening to it

After an introduction to Spanish, my students really enjoy CD's - especially ones that feature "real "

conversations or catchy songs. This one is pretty good, but I agree with the other reviewers, the

vocabulary that is focused on does not go as well with other textbooks or curriculum, and so is not

reinforcing or building confidence near as much as it could. I recommend Hop Skip and Sing as well

(by Ana Lomba) but it's a little young for my 6 year old already.As with all CD's, I do recommend

flash cards or something to go along with it, to help concrete the information and the experience.

Immersion works, but only after a foundation (however small) has been built. Presenting the target

language (Spanish in this case) in many formats will produce better results, faster, and longer

lasting!Sra. GoseAuthor ofÃ‚Â Flip Flop Spanish: Ages 3-5: Level 1Ã‚Â &Flip Flop Spanish Flash

Cards: Verde (Cards)

Good job



My 5 year old daughter loves this CD.

I bought this for my 2 year old to listen to and have found it very educational and FUN for myself as

well. Having taken Spanish in high school, I had some background, but had forgotten most of it. This

was a great refresher...much more entertaining than learning it out of books like I did back then. My

two year old likes it as well - we've only had it for a couple weeks, but she mimics words back. I

highly recommend! I just ordered Beth Manners' Magic Spanish CD since I liked this one so well.

This plays nonstop in our car. We need another one now! :) Thank you!
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